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The Sonoma Collection was developed in response to the needs
of care givers and changing expectations of people in care.
Sonoma Dressers are available in both three and four drawer
configurations and at two depths to accommodate the room
dimensions and geometry. Drawers move easily and close
securely on high quality suspensions that extend up to 80
percent for easy access. Handles provide gentle contours and
generous hand clearance to accommodate people with reduced
vision or limited motility. Hutch bookcases are available in
two heights as well as stand alone bookcases with one or
more adjustable shelves for flexibility and structural integrity.

Specifiers will find the Sonoma Hospital bedside table and Bookcases
are modular and align dimensionally with Sonoma Wardrobes
to minimize the footprint and maximize the available space
in the room. All Sonoma healthcare furniture are elevated off the
floor to simplify housekeeping and improve infection control.
A range of finish options and fascia profiles compliment
the transitional styling and render a friendly and nurturing
environment. Custom options are also available on a project
basis to support the specific needs or culture of a facility.
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GCLDR01

GCLDR05

GCLDR07

Three Drawer Dresser,
shown in Montana Walnut with Linear Fascia
and Arc handles.

Three Drawer Dresser with Media Shelf,
shown in Avant Honey with Arc Fascia and
Arc handles.

Four Drawer Dresser,
shown in Avant Honey with Arc Fascia and
Arc handles.

GCLDR01/03

GCLDR07/08

GCLBC01

Three Drawer Dresser with Bookcase,
shown in Shaker Cherry with Linear fascia
and Arc handles.

Four Drawer Dresser with Bookcase,
shown in Avant Honey with Arc fascia and
Arc handles.

Full Height Bookcase,
shown in Avant Honey with Arc fascia profile.
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Sonoma Healthcare Furniture Features and Benefits
Top Fascia
The top fascia is available in four attractive
transitional styles and acts as a guard to
prevent small objects from rolling off the back
of the wardrobe and out of reach. A fascia
at the bottom of the wardrobe is provided in
a matching profile.

Wire Management
A large wire management grommet provides
easy access for TV, DVD or VCR cables to
connect to wall power and communication
outlets.
Shelves

Legs and Frame

Bookcases are fitted with a combination
of fixed and adjustable shelves to provide
flexibility and superior structural integrity.

The dresser legs and bookcase frames are
constructed of heavy duty aluminum extrusions
and provide superior structural integrity due to
the continuous attachment along the full length
of the cabinet’s frame. The legs are finished
in color coordinated and environmentally
friendly powder coated epoxy. Custom colors
are available on a project basis, consult you
GlobalCare Representative for more
information.

Tops
The top of each dresser is constructed of
high pressure laminate with a color matched
3mm polymer edge providing a durable,
stain resistant and easy to clean surface.

Ventilation
Ventilation openings are provided at the
top of both side gables to promote airflow.
All of the ventilation openings are fitted with
a polymer liner for durability and cleaning.
The ventilation openings also provide the
attachment for the hanging accessories.

Locks
A lock is available for the top drawer of all
dressers. A key alike option is available, in
addition to a master key for facility
administration.
Handles

Hanging Accessories(Optional)

Five handle options are available in
coordinating finishes. All handles deliver
minimal interference, gentle contours and
generous hand clearance to accommodate
people with reduced vision or limited
motility. Custom handle options are also
available on a project basis, consult your
GlobalCare Representative.

The Hanging Accessories can be located
on either side of the dresser and provide
additional storage and quick access to
magazines, facial tissue, hanging bags and
other personal items. The Hanging Accessories
are finished in a durable, powder coated epoxy
finish that matches the legs and can be easily
removed for cleaning.

Chassis
The chassis panels are fully captured
along the entire length of the aluminum leg
framework providing superior strength and
structural integrity.

Drawers
Dresser drawer interiors are polymer
wrapped for stain and moisture resistance.
Drawer suspensions offer an 80 percent
extension and allow for the drawers to
be removed for cleaning or transfer by
housekeeping staff.

Glides
GCLDR07/08
shown in Avant Honey.
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Glides on all four legs are height adjustable to
ensure that the top surface can be levelled or
slightly angled back towards the rear fascia to
reduce the potential of small objects rolling off
the top and out of reach.

Your Healthcare Facility Will Never Be The Same!
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